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ABSTRACT

Previous work shows that audio-visual fusion is a practical approach
to deal with the speech separation task in the cocktail party prob-
lem. In this paper, we explore a better strategy to utilize visual rep-
resentations with the attention mechanism. Compared to the pre-
vious baseline only using one visual stream of the target speaker,
both speaker-dependent visual streams in the mixed audio are fed
into the model, and it also predicts two separated speech streams
simultaneously. To further enhance the performance, the attention
mechanism is designed on the audio-visual speech separation archi-
tecture. The results show that the proposed approach works well in
audio-visual speech separation. Our best model achieves an obvious
and consistent improvement in speech separation when compared to
the traditional method only using the target speaker visual stream.

Index Terms— Audio-Visual, Speech Separation, Multimodal,
Attention mechanism

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech separation and enhancement is one of the most important
key technologies to solve the cocktail party problem [1, 2], where
overlapped speech often exists in this environment. In such a sce-
nario, separating the target speaker’s speech from a noisy overlapped
speech mixed with other speakers is an interesting and challenging
problem. In recent years, various speech separation technologies
have been proposed, such as deep clustering (DPCL) [3, 4, 5], per-
mutation invariant training (PIT) [6, 7, 8] and beamforming based
methods [9, 10]. Depending on the number of microphones, these
methods can be grouped into multi-channel and single-channel based
approaches. Usually the multi-channel approaches have better per-
formance, since it can use additional information such as spatial lo-
cation.

All of the above methods utilize only the audio signal for speech
separation. Recently, multi-modality receives more and more inter-
ests, and other additional information rather than the audio is also
explored, such as visual information. More and more audio-visual
based speech processing system is developed for some speech-
related tasks. Previous researches have successfully introduced
visual information into the speech recognition task [11, 12]. For
audio-visual speech enhancement and separation, there are also
some preliminary works [13, 14]. The work in [14] shows that on
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signal-channel speech separation, the audio-visual speech separa-
tion models outperform the audio-only models. With the growth
of audio-visual datasets and computational resources [15, 16, 17],
it is more important to use deep neural networks to combine both
audio and visual information together to address some hard speech-
related problems, which can make it more robust when facing more
complex scenarios.

In this paper, we explore a better strategy for audio and visual in-
formation fusion in speech separation task with the attention mecha-
nism. Firstly, an audio-visual speech separation baseline model is
built following the process described in [13] where only one vi-
sual stream of the target speaker is used in the architecture. Sec-
ondly, we extends this basic structure to utilize the visual streams of
both speakers in the mixed speech for model optimization. The re-
sults show that visual information which belongs to the interference
speaker is also useful for extracting the target speaker stream. Con-
sidering that the attention mechanism [18] has shown its effective-
ness in various tasks, including natural language processing [19, 20]
and speech recognition [21, 22], an attention mechanism is then de-
signed to make a better utilization on both speaker visual representa-
tions in the mixed audio. To the best of our knowledge, few work has
been done on using attention mechanisms for audio-visual speech
separation. Our experiments show that the proposed architecture
can get a consistent performance improvement on speech separation
when compared to the traditional method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits
the baseline model only using the target speaker’s visual stream, and
Section 3 describes our proposed new architecture using the visual
information of both speakers in the mixed speech and further en-
hanced with the attention module. In section 4, experimental results
are compared and analyzed. Finally, a conclusion is given in section
5.

2. BASELINE USING ONE TARGET SEPAKER VISUAL
STREAM

The magnitude sub-network proposed in [13] is implemented with
MXNet [23] as our baseline model, which only utilizes one visual
stream of the target speaker in the architecture. As Fig.1 shows, the
magnitude network takes the visual representation1 V of the target
speaker and the noisy audio representation M of the mixed speech
as inputs.

The ResNets [24] in Fig.1 comprises a stack of basic blocks.
Each basic block consists of a 1D convolution layer with a resid-

1For convenience, we do not distinguish the notation of high-level repre-
sentations in different stages and original input representations of the same
stream.
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Fig. 1. The baseline model. The left part is magnitude sub-network;
The right part is phase sub-network; V is visual representation; M is
noisy audio representation; F is fusion representation; Masktarget
is predicted magnitude mask; M⇤ is predicted magnitude spectro-
gram; � is sigmoid function; P is noisy phase spectrogram; P⇤ is
predicted phase spectrogram.

ual connection, a ReLU activation layer, and a batch normalization
layer. Some of the basic blocks in the ResNet contain an extra up-
sampling or down-sampling layer. Since the length of input audio
representation M is four2 times longer than the visual representa-
tion V, two basic blocks in the ResNetM contain a down-sampling
layer with factor 2. There is no down-sampling layer in ResNetV .
Therefore, after the processing of ResNetV and ResNetM respec-
tively, the audio representation M and the visual representation V
have the same length. Then, these two streams of representations are
concatenated over the channel dimension to get the fusion represen-
tation F = [V;M].

The fusion representation F is passed to the fusion stack
ResNetF . Two basic blocks in the ResNetF contain a up-
sampling layer with factor 2, so it up-samples the fusion repre-
sentation F to the same length as the input audio representation.
The last convolution layer in the ResNetF projects the dimension
of fusion representation into the same as the noisy magnitude spec-
trogram. Then, the fusion representation is activated by a sigmoid
function layer to obtain a magnitude mask for the target speaker.
The values in the mask are between 0 and 1. The noisy magnitude
spectrogram M is element-wise multiplied with the predicted mag-
nitude mask to get the predicted magnitude spectrogram of the target
speaker:

M⇤ = M�Masktarget (1)

Previous research [25] shows that L1 loss is better than L2 loss
when separating the target speaker, so L1 loss is chosen in the net-
work training. Denote the reference of the target magnitude spectro-
gram as M̂, the network is optimized:

Lmagnitude = kM⇤ � M̂k1 (2)

The phase sub-network takes the predicted magnitude spectro-
gram and noisy phase representation (sine and cosine value) as input.
The two streams are concatenated together over the channel dimen-
sion and then processed by ResNetP . The ResNetP outputs phase
residual, and the phase residual is added to the noisy phase. After
L2-normalization, the predicted phase is obtained. Denote P as the

2see details in section 4.2
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Fig. 2. The magnitude network of the proposed audio-visual separa-
tion model. VA and VB are visual representations; M is noisy au-
dio representation; F is fusion representation; MaskA and MaskB
are predicted magnitude masks; M⇤

A and M⇤
B are predicted magni-

tude spectrograms; � is a sigmoid function.

noisy phase spectrogram, and P⇤ as the predicted phase spectro-
gram, more formally, the procedure can be presented as:

P⇤ =
(ResNetP (P) +P)

k(ResNetP (P) +P)k2
(3)

Cosine similarity loss is used to optimize the phase sub-network.
We do not make new modification on the phase sub-net work in this
paper, and just borrow the same structure from the previous work
[13].

3. PROPOSED DEEP AUDIO-VISUAL SPEECH
SEPARATION WITH ATTENTION

3.1. Audio-Visual Speech Separation with both Visual Streams
in the Mixed Speech

The baseline architecture only uses the visual stream of the target
speaker for target speaker separation. In this work, we extends this
basic structure to utilize the visual streams from both the target
speaker and the interference speaker. Considering a mixed audio
from speaker A and B, when we extract speech A from the mixed
audio, the information from visual representation B is not being used
in the baseline architecture. However the visual information from
the interference speaker may be also useful, so it is explored here.

Under the assumption that at least two speakers’ visual repre-
sentations are available, we proposed the audio-visual speech sep-
aration model. As Fig. 2 shows, ResNetV and ResNetM are
the same as those in the baseline model. The two streams of vi-
sual representation VA and VB are processed by the weight-shared
ResNetV . All three streams of representation are then concatenated
together over the channel dimension. Then, the fusion representation
F = [VA;VB ;M] is processed by two fusion nets ResNetFA and
ResNetFB at the same time to predict both masks for both speaker
in the mixed speech. These two fusion ResNets have the same struc-
ture as ResNetF in the baseline model, but each of them has its
own parameters.

Denote the references of target magnitude spectrograms for both
speakers as M̂A, M̂B , and the predicted magnitude spectrogram as
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Fig. 3. The proposed attention mechanism. VA and VB are visual
representations for different speakers; �A and �B are attended new
feature maps; Att is attention weight matrix.

M⇤
A and M⇤

B , the optimization objective can be:

L =
kM⇤

A � M̂Ak1 + kM⇤
B � M̂Bk1

2
(4)

3.2. Attention Mechanism for Audio-Visual Speech Separation

In section 3.1, we have introduced the proposed audio-visual speech
separation model with both target and interfered speakers’ visual
streams. Our experiment shows that compared to the baseline, in-
troducing the visual representation of the interference speaker can
bring further improvement when separating the target speech, which
will be shown in the next section. Furthermore, we have explored to
incorporate the attention mechanism to the audio-visual speech sep-
aration model, in order to help the model focus more on the differ-
ences and similarities between the visual representations of different
speakers.

The work in [20] shows that attending feature maps generated
from two sequences works well in convolution neural network. In-
spired by that, we propose our attention based audio-visual speech
separation model. As Fig.3 shows, we denote visual representation
A and B processed by previous visual ResNet in Fig.2 as VA,VB 2
Rc⇥t. The length of VA and VB is t, and c is each frame’s number
of dimensions. The attention weight matrix Att 2 Rt⇥t can be
represented as:

Atti,j = attenion score(VA[:, i],VB [:, j]) (5)

For scaled dot-product attention:

attenion score(VA[:, i],VB [:, j]) =
VA[:, i] ·VB [:, j]p

c
(6)

The i-th row in the attention weight matrix Att denotes the attention
distribution of i-th frame in visual representation VA with respect to
visual representation VB , and vice versa. Thus, the attention feature
maps �A and �B are generated from matrix Att through learnable
fully connected layer WA and WB

3:

�A = WA ·AttT

�B = WB ·Att
(7)

Finally, for stream A, the fusion representation FA consists
of two streams of visual representation VA, VB , the noisy audio
representation M and the attention feature map �A. By con-
catenating those representations over the channel dimension, the

3Since we pad and clip the visual representation inputs to fixed length
t, in our implementation, the weights of matrix WA and WB are shared.
When computing matrix Att, the padding positions are masked.

fusion representation for stream A can be presented as FA =
[VA;VB ;M;�A]. For stream B, FB = [VA;VB ;M;�B ]. Simi-
lar to the model proposed in section 3.1, the fusion representation is
then passed to the same pipeline, which are the same as the model
described in the section 3.1.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset

Models are trained on the LRS2 dataset [16], which consists of spo-
ken sentences and corresponding videos from BBC television. The
audio and video in the dataset are already synchronized. The list for
splitting the dataset is provided, and it is divided into training, valida-
tion and testing set by broadcasting date, so there is no overlapping
between the sets. There are about 142k utterances in the training
set, about 1k in the validation and testing respectively. Videos in the
dataset are all at 25fps, and audios are recorded at 16kHz sample
rate.

In order to show the generalization of the proposed models, we
also evaluate our model trained on LRS2 on one subset of VoxCeleb2
dataset [17]. We randomly selected 2000 samples in the VoxCeleb2
dataset for generalization testing.

4.2. Audio and Visual Representation

The data preparing procedure is similar to that in the previous work
[13]. Each sample in the dataset is converted to visual and audio
representations in advance.
Visual representation: A lip reading model is firstly trained on
LRW dataset [15] following the recipe in [12, 11]. The visual-only
model4 in [11] is used for the lip reading task. The model we trained
reaches 75.4% accuracy on the LRW validation set. Then the 18-
layer 3D ResNet front end of the lip reading model is used to extract
512-dimensional features for each video frame. The visual features
are clipped or padded to a fixed length of 60. In Fig.1, the input
visual representation V has a shape of 512⇥ 60.
Audio representation: Short time Fourier transform (STFT) is
firstly performed on the raw wave. Since the videos are at 25fps, to
make the the audio aligned with the visual representation, the win-
dow size and hop length of STFT are set to 40ms and 10ms. With
that STFT setup, there will be 4 frames of audio features aligned
with their corresponding video frame. Audio representations are
clipped or padded to a fixed length of 240. The audio is sampled
at 16kHz, so the frequency resolution of the complex spectrogram
is 321. Magnitude spectrogram has the same size as the complex
spectrogram, which is 321 ⇥ 240. For phase spectrogram, we use
sine and cosine value to present phase information, so the size is
642⇥ 240.
Synthetic Audio: To generate noisy audios, 2 utterances are ran-
domly picked from the same dataset fold and mixed together.

4.3. Network Configuration

Structure: Details of ResNets mentioned in section 2 and 3 are
listed in Table 1. In order to reduce the number of parameters of the
model, the filter number of all convolution layers is set to 1024, in-
stead of 1536 in [13]. Phase sub-network is implemented following
the recipe provided in [13]. Except the 3D visual ResNet front end

4Thanks for the open source code provided by Petridis[11], the project can
be found at: https://sites.google.com/view/audiovisual-speech-recognition
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Table 1. Network structure: I: The order of convolution layers in
the ResNet; C: Number of convolution channels; K: Kernel size;
P: Padding size; S: Convolution stride, 1

2 for transposed convolu-
tions; RB: Whether has a residual connection and batch normaliza-
tion layer; A: The activation function.

Network I C K P S RB A

ResNetV
0 1024 5 2 1 ⇥ None

1-10 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU

ResNetM

0 1024 5 2 1 ⇥ None
1 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU
2 1024 5 2 2 X ReLU
3 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU
4 1024 5 2 2 X ReLU
5 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU

ResNetF

0 1024 5 2 1 ⇥ None
1-3 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU
4 1024 5 2 1

2 X ReLU
5-11 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU
12 1024 5 2 1

2 X ReLU
13-15 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU

16 321 5 2 1 ⇥ Sigmoid

ResNetP
0 1024 5 2 1 ⇥ None

1-6 1024 5 2 1 X ReLU
7 642 5 2 1 ⇥ None

mentioned in section 4.2, all other main models are implemented
with MXNet [23].
Network training. All magnitude sub-networks are trained with the
same procedure. The networks are trained through two steps. Firstly,
the initial learning rate is set to 10�3. The learning rate is then re-
duced by the factor 0.7 for every 3 epochs. The Adam optimizer
is used with the weight decay 10�5. The gradient clipping is set to
10.0. Secondly, after the convergence, best model parameters in the
validation set is chosen to optimize again. In the second optimiz-
ing procedure, the initial learning rate is set to 10�4, and the weight
decay is set to 10�6. Then, after the convergence, the best model
in the validation set is used for evaluation on the testing set. We do
not make modification on the phase sub-network proposed in [13].
All magnitude sub-networks share a same phase sub-network, which
is trained with the baseline magnitude sub-network. 4 GTX-1080Ti
GPUs are used for data parallel training, and the mini batch size is
set to 160.

4.4. Results and Analyze

LRS2 Dataset: Table 2 lists the results evaluated in LRS2 testing
set, and different phases are used for the separated audio generation.
The evaluation protocol includes the signal-to-distortion ratio score
(SDR) [26] and the perceptual evaluation of speech quality score
(PESQ) [27]. We first built the baseline by ourselves, and the sys-
tem can get almost the same performance as that in [13]. Then the
proposed architecture is constructed. Compared to the baseline, the
2-visual-stream model shows remarkable improvement in both SDR
and PESQ score, and the designed attention mechanism can bring
additional improvement. The system built with the newly proposed
method is consistently better than the tradition method on all the
conditions.
Control experiment: Results in Table 2 show the performance
boost on the proposed attention based model. Considering that the
model has extra parameters on the weight matrix in WA, WB , in

Table 2. Performance evaluation on LRS2 dataset. GT: ground truth
phase; PR: predicted phase; MX: noisy phase; SDR:signal to distor-
tion ration, higher is better; PESQ: perceptual evaluation of speech
quality, varies from -0.5 to 4.5, higher is better; * is the results copied
from [13]. It is noted that their baseline model has a larger number
of parameters than ours, with 1536 filters in every convolution layer,
while our model only has 1024 filters.

Methods
Phase

GT PR MX
SDR PESQ SDR PESQ SDR PESQ

1-Visual-Stream* 15.7 3.41 11.8 3.08 10.5 3.02
1-Visual-Stream 15.8 3.35 11.6 3.00 10.7 2.96
2-Visual-Stream 16.8 3.49 12.1 3.11 11.3 3.07

+ Pseudo Att 16.7 3.49 12.2 3.12 11.3 3.07
+ Att 17.5 3.58 12.6 3.18 11.5 3.14

Table 3. Performance evaluation on VoxCeleb2 dataset. GT: ground
truth phase; PR: predicted phase; MX: noisy phase; SDR:signal to
distortion ration, higher is better; PESQ: perceptual evaluation of
speech quality, varies from -0.5 to 4.5, higher is better. The models
trained on LRS2 are tested on VoxCeleb2 dataset directly.

Methods
Phase

GT PR MX
SDR PESQ SDR PESQ SDR PESQ

1-Visual-Stream 7.0 2.40 2.9 2.20 2.8 2.18
2-Visual-Stream 9.8 2.74 5.9 2.49 5.5 2.47

+ Att 10.7 2.86 6.7 2.57 6.1 2.56

order to do more fair comparison, we also constructed a model with
the same structure but with a pseudo attention module. It has the
same structure as the proposed attention based model, except that
the attention weight matrix Att is sampled from a Gaussian noise,
and the resluts are shown as the 4th line of Table 2. It shows that
the pseudo attention module gets no additional improvement, which
further demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed attention
mechanism.
VoxCeleb2 Dataset: To evaluate the generalization of our proposed
new model, we evaluate our models trained on LRS2 on the Vox-
Celeb2 dataset directly. The VoxCeleb2 dataset is collected from
YouTube, while LRS2 is collected from BBC television. There is a
mismatch between these two corpus. Most samples from VoxCeleb2
has lower video quality than those from LRS2. Moreover, LRS2
only consists of English speaker while VoxCeleb2 contains much
more languages. The results are illustrated in Table 3. It is observed
that the overall performance on VoxCeleb2 is worse than that on
LRS2 due to the more challenging data. The proposed method can
still obtain significant and consistent improvement compared to the
conventional method on this generalization testing on VoxCeleb2.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore a better strategy for audio-visual speech
separation. Compared to the traditional method only using one tar-
get visual stream, the proposed new model takes advantages of both
the speakers’ visual stream, and it shows a better performance. Fur-
thermore, by introducing an attention mechanism into the two visual
streams between the target and interfered speakers, an additional and
consistent improvement has been observed.
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